Younger Kids
Before class, prepare tables or workspace for children to be distanced at least 6 feet. Have a hand
sanitizing station for kids to use. Try to limit children from sharing supplies.

Session 1
Reminder to always sanitize before and after helping a child.
Review- Allow 1 or 2 kids to play at a time. Encourage kids to practice social distancing.
Learning about Genesis- Prepare two balls to play the game with. After a child plays with one
ball, ask a leader to sanitize the ball. Trade the balls out with each child, so the ball can be
sanitized. If you can only prepare one ball, sanitize the ball after each child. Have children
sanitize before and after the game.
Creation turnover- Use tape instead of chairs for this game. Encourage kids to practice social
distancing while playing.
A vision for more- Instead of passing the jar, have kids come up one at a time to place their
penny in the jar.

Session 2
Reminder to always sanitize before and after helping a child.
Review- Make this game into a cake walk game. Number sturdy paper and attach to the floor in a
circle. Make sure children are spaced out. Play music and have children walk around the circle.
When the music stops, call out a number. Ask that child to answer a review question.
Stacking Books of the Law- Prepare wooden blocks with the books of law for each kid to play
with. Attach a piece of painter’s tape to each block and write one book per block. Play the game
as written. Time children to see how fast they can stack their Bible books.
Working the Garden- Give each kid pieces of white paper, markers, and scissors. Ask them to
create fruits, vegetables and trees for a garden. Ask them to create and cut out at least two pieces.
Allow kids to attach their creations to the brown paper one at a time. Prepare the memory verse
on paper, with one word per piece of paper. Give each kid a piece of the verse. Allow kids to
come up one at a time to attach their word in order. Display the final project. Repeat the verse
together. Sanitize after attaching pieces to the brown paper.
Fruit Painting- Give each kid one pieces of each fruit or one piece of a fruit. Allow them to pick
out one color of paint. Ask your kids to paint fruit on their paper. I recommend not serving any
food to eat.

Two Percent- Give each kid a bag of beans to count out 50 beans. Assist kids in making groups
to form 250. For younger kids, ask them to count out 25 beans.

Session 3
Reminder to always sanitize before and after helping a child.
Review- Give each child a Bible reference. If working in pairs, ask kids to practice social
distancing while working together. Ask kids to use their own Bibles, even if working in pairs.
Abraham’s journey- Each kid who is writing should use his own marker.
Packing for the Journey- Pack a suitcase with practical and non-practical items. Take out each
item and exaggerate whether you should pack the item for your trip. Allow kids to share their
favorite item to take on a trip. To play the relay- Lay out items that can be easily cleaned on two
tables. Allow kids to line up on two walls while practicing social distancing. Allow two kids at a
time to race to the team table, choose one item and drop it into the team suitcase. Continue play
until each kid has played the game. To repeat the game, you will need to sanitize all items or
have a second set of items to play with. Sanitize hands before and after the game.
Salt Painting- Provide glue and watercolors for each kid.

Session 4
Reminder to always sanitize before and after helping a child.
MV- Take out forming groups and just allow volunteers to say the verse. Continue activity as
suggested. Add other exercises such as jumping jacks, toe touches, and frog jumps to play
longer.
Review- Allow kids to play one at a time.
OT Book Divisions- Give each kid a book of the Bible. Review the divisions. Allow kids to
come up one at a time to tape their card under the correct division.
Water from the Well- Give each child a plastic cup.

Session 5
MV- Encourage kids to practice social distancing. Sanitize before and after helping kids.
Actions- Give each kid an action to read.
Cook the Stew- Explain to kids that when cooking for others, you must wear special
“Equipment”, such as gloves. Give each child a pair of gloves and a spoon. Continue to play the

game as described. Encourage kids to practice social distancing while waiting for their turn.
Sanitize before and after the game.
Clay Pots- Reminder to sanitize before and after helping each child.
Utah Trivia- Allow three or four kids to play at a time. Encourage kids to practice social
distancing. Instead of moving from one wall to the next, kids could raise their left or right hand.

Session 6
Missing Words- Encourage kids to practice social distancing when helping each other.
Pass the Gift- Number pieces of paper and attach them to the floor. Ask kids to stand on a piece
of paper. Play music and allow kids to move around the circle. When the music stops, call out a
number (or prepare a number draw pile). Ask the kid who is standing on the drawn number to
answer a review question, repeat the memory verse or say today’s Text Truth. Give the child a
plastic animal, if he can complete the task. Continue play until each kid has a farm animal.
Esau’s Open Arms- Have enough scissors and glue sticks for each kid.

Session 7
Review- Allow kids to make 2 to 3 paper balls for their own use.
Jacob’s Sons- Encourage kids to practice social distancing.
Joseph in the Pit- Form a circle. Encourage kids to practice social distancing. Choose a Brother.
Ask the “Brother” to step outside with another leader while you give another kid a “Joseph.” Ask
kids to act like they are hiding “Joseph.” Encourage the hider to act normal. The “Brother” will
come back in to look for Joseph by using who is hiding Joseph. If he is correct, that child goes
next. Continue play. Use a small plastic person as your Joseph. Have enough Joseph’s, so each
kid can play with his own. If you don’t have enough plastic people, sanitize the toy before
playing another round.
Coat of Many Colors- Leaders should pass out all supplies. Provide each kid with colorful
squares.
Pin the Sticky Note- Allow kids to come up one at a time.

Session 8
MV- Allow kids to work on the large paper 1 or 2 kids at a time when drawing their pictures.
Provide each child with drawing supplies.

Review- Encourage kids to practice social distancing while doing the activity.
Match the Brothers- Have a leader pass out all supplies. Sanitize before and after handing out
supplies.
Find the Grain- Allow kids to play 1 or 2 kids at a time. Allow each pair of kids 15 to 20 seconds
to find a grain picture. Continue play until all the pictures have been found.
Fill the Sack- Provide enough supplies for kids to have their own supplies.
Into to Salt Lake- Do this activity as a large group activity.

Session 9
MV- Pass out craft sticks.
Gospel Story- Attach the “Gospel Story” poster to a focal wall and continue the activity as
written. This will keep children from crowding around a table or the poster on the floor.
Marvelous Light- Play this game two at a time.
Lamb Craft- Leader should hand out all supplies. Have enough supplies for each kid. Sanitize
before and after helping kids.
Match It Up- Encourage kids to practice social distancing while working in pairs. Give one child
an image and another child the statement.

Session 10
MV- Have kids race one at a time to fill the jars.
Compassion Bingo- Encourage social distancing. Sanitize before and after the activity.

Session 11
MV- Encourage social distancing while marching. Replace the fabric bean bag with stickers.
Give one child a sticker. Have children march around saying the verse and then yell out
“PAUSE.” The child with the sticker will race to the first word in the verse and place the sticker
on the word before you yell out “Un-pause.” Give out another sticker. Continue marching and
yell “Pause.” The child will race to place the sticker on the next word before you yell out “Unpause.”
Walk to the Cross- Provide each child with his own blindfold. Encourage social distancing while
playing in pairs.

Glowing Lamps- Leaders should pass out all supplies.

Session 12
Review- Encourage social distancing. Recommend taking out the first suggestion and just allow
children to come to the front one at a time to share or act out something they learned with the
class.
Fast/Slow Game- Encourage social distancing. Do not use the high five option.

Session 13
MV- Recommend to not use the activity as written. Replace by standing and saying the verse
loudly, sitting and saying it softly, turn around and say the verse while turning, etc. Come up
with other movements or voices they can use to repeat the verse.
Sticky Note- Encourage social distancing when lining up.
Go Relay- Play two kids at a time. Have kids give the map a fist bump or leave that part of the
game out. The map could be replaced with two globes that you sit on the floor kids, could race
around the globe and then head back to the starting line.

